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Abstract: Regarding the highly contiguous novel coronavirus disease (COVID-19), it is unsafe for health professionals, being involved in a hospital isolation ward. The healthcare workers, stationed in a contagious ward provide relentless monitoring of specific health parameters of those patients. The rate of contagion proportionately depends on the time spent by the health workers in an isolation ward. This challenging task is fairly manageable by employing promising Internet-of-Things (IoT) based autonomous robots (i.e. smart bots) thus reducing the hazards of contamination to health workers. In this research paper, we introduce a smart bot that can periodically measure the health parameters of COVID-19 patients, for instance, body temperature, oxygen saturation levels, blood pressure, respiration rate, heart rate, blood glucose level, etc. The proposed smart bot will transfer from one patient to another in a structured pattern and autonomously collect, forward, store the data of the patients for further analysis. The goal of the work is to involve a significantly inferior number of health workers in contagious wards to control contagion, thus creating stress-free environs for health workers. Moreover, smart bots will offer health professionals to pay attention to non-COVID-19 patients and make things easier for regular health check-ups of individuals in need.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Novel Coronavirus disease 2019 (COVID-19) is greatly contagious caused by severe acute respiratory syndrome Coronavirus 2 (SARS-CoV-2; formerly called 2019-nCoV) [1]. The average number of cases caused by a COVID-19 carrier is expressed as the reproduction number $R_0$. In the last century of the United Nations history, the Coronavirus is highly transmissible because of having an estimated value of $R_0$ between 1.50 and 3.50 [2]. As of 4th March 2021, there are about 116M cases recorded from which about 91M patients recovered, having about 2.57M deaths with active cases still tolling at about 21.7M [3], and the worst thing is that the numbers are increasing on a daily basis. So, the number of medical professionals needed are quite extensive, who are more likely to be infected. According to Public Health England, the staff who have face-to-face contact, or spending more than 15 minutes within 2 meters of an infected person have a high risk of being affected [4]. By maintaining proper hygiene, social distancing, and taking isolation measures the outbreak of COVID-19 can be controlled. It is contended that intelligent robotics and autonomous systems, as well as smart wearables, can play a positive role in order to facilitate prevention, containment, and mitigation of COVID-19 [2]. Therefore, to lessen the contact duration among the people, usage of automation technology is a viable solution. Moreover, autonomous systems can support the health workers to relieve the stress of managing COVID-19 patients which consequently facilitates the non-COVID-19 patients’ treatment, as well as permits regular health check-ups for the people who are in need.
To shrink the amount of time of the medical staff in an isolation ward, a smart bot is required. The smart bot moves from bed to bed following a predefined locus using the path mapping as presented in Figure 1. The patient as well as the bed is fixed within a certain area and the smart bot moves periodically from one patient to another and collects clinical data. Those data are forwarded to the server established at the outside of the isolation center for further dealing out and investigation. However, if an emergency situation occurs to a patient, smart bot has the flexibility to transfer to a particular bed, perform the task then resume the previous job. This feature is illustrated in Figure 2.

As fever is one of the most obvious symptoms of the COVID-19, the body temperature reading is compulsory. Since COVID-19 is a respiratory disease, the condition of the lungs, oxygen saturation levels, heart rate, and respiration rate monitoring of patients are important factors. According to research, patients with a medical background of having diabetes, or high blood pressure, or both might develop critical conditions [5]. In consequence, blood pressure and glucose level measurement are also important. All these measurements are taken in contactless methods to reduce the chances of contamination through equipment. All patient data is transmitted to the control server in real-time and stored in a spreadsheet for later diagnosis and post-processing.

For an interactive conversation between the doctor and patient, a video calling feature is enabled at the smart bot. An ultraviolet sterilization box is attached to sterilize equipment periodically. A protective cover is placed all over the robot to reduce the chances of contamination from it. A light source with intensity control is used to improve visibility in low light conditions. The robot can also supply prescribed medicines to the desired patients.

The goal is to involve a significant inferior number of health workers in contagious wards whilst guaranteeing a proper treatment of the patients. The proposed system ensures the collections of the clinical parameters of COVID patients with fully autonomous functionality and it forwards, stores the collected data for further analysis. Further-more, the smart bot will have the capability of self-sanitization as it roams to patients’ bed and also has the feature of providing medicine to the patients. Finally, the smart bot will return to its initial position after finishing the job period.

II. RELATED WORK

During the COVID-19 pandemic, researchers have focused on contactless patient monitoring systems more than ever as it is highly contagious. IoT-Edge Technologies can be used to find a person who is infected by COVID-19 to prevent an epidemic and block contagion. Besides, several advantages of smart automation systems as well as intelligent robotics have addressed in paper [1,2]. The infected person can be escorted to the hospital ward in a contactless method from the ambulance [6]. Contactless communication between health professionals and patients in such a pandemic is required and the possible solution is through the use of mobile robots [7]. The mobile robots are guided automatically by means of lines that are added to the patient's bed. Also, the medicine can be supplied in a similar manner [8]. In order to help the patients in their daily activities such as getting something or a reminder for taking medicines, a robot can be used which will work on audio input [9]. Things touched by a contagious patient are also contagious and need to be disposed of in order to diminish contamination and this kind of wastage can also be removed by autonomous robots.

Patients are usually hospitalized and some are home quarantined, and their condition is monitored through exploiting wearable sensors whether their symptoms degrade or not [8–10]. To promote contactless action with the sensor as like as IR thermometer can be casted-off rather than a conventional way of measuring body temperature by means of mercury thermometer. Likewise, PPG is a non-invasive technology that can be used to measure different health parameters such as heart rate and oxygen saturation levels in the human body [11,12]. This kind of approach might increase the chances of contamination.
So, to eliminate this risk, the rPPG technique is used [13,14]. Continuous glucose monitoring using an IoT-based system may reduce the opportunity of contamination, but it requires dedicated devices for every patient which will increase the cost [15]. In general, contact-based methods are used to measure respiration rate, but in order to reduce contamination, analyzing the thermal image from a thermal camera can be a good choice to monitor Glucose level and respiration rate without physical contact [16–18].

The main contributions of this paper are: a) the modular architecture of an IoT based autonomous robot has been suggested, which ensures the collection of clinical parameters from COVID-19 patients where the collected data is stored and forwarded for further analysis; b) an idea of how the smart bot moves in a contagious ward following a specific path; c) this paper also provides flowcharts and proper algorithms for each building block of the proposed smart bot; d) the integration of sensors that responsible for data processing and transmission is presented in this research work.

This paper is organized as follows: after this section, the following sections illustrate the design criteria, the working principle of the autonomous smart bot and integration of various sensors to shape the model and finally the conclusions.

### III. METHODOLOGY

This section is based on the smart bot performing certain tasks following the path mapping as shown in Figure 1 taking bed numbers to be n in total. This section is organized in three sub-sections named Maneuvering, Health Check-ups, and Data Processing and Communications. Those are discussed as in the following:

---

**Fig. 2. Proposed maneuvering algorithm of the smart autobot.**
A. Maneuvering Section

This section consists of the design algorithm as well as architecture of the smart bot and how the smart bot perform is shown in Figure 2, Figure 3 and Figure 4.

1) Mechanical Structure

The smart bot is operated with four-wheels. A hollow pipe is attached to the robot with two arms with one having a three (03) degree of freedom (DoF) with a stethoscope attached to it and another having a two (02) DoF with a linear slider with which a camera and a flashlight is attached. The first one is used for better positioning regards to measuring the condition of the lungs and the latter is used for the proper focusing of the face. Since the robot is going to move using a line following algorithm it requires infrared sensors, so a QTR-8RC reflectance sensor array is attached to the base of the smart bot at an optimized height above the ground. A QR code scanner is required to trace both the bed number and the terminal number by scanning the QR code as shown in Figure 1. In addition, two sonar sensors are used in front and backside of the robot to avoid collision with objects.

The robot has worn a custom-made PPE while staying in the isolation ward and an ultraviolet ray is used to sanitize the equipment such as a camera and stethoscope to reduce chances of contamination of the patient from the robot. Moreover, an LDR sensor is present so that when the lighting is low, a light turns on automatically.

2) Working Principles

A contagious ward consisting of a certain number of beds that are sectioned as shown in Figure 1. To distinguish the terminals from the beds, QR codes are used in every cross-section and for every bed. The cross-sections and the bed numbers are denoted by TN##(number) and BN##(number) respectively as shown in Figure 1. The robot uses the algorithm, as shown in Figure 2, to move to each bed in the ward where the total bed number is considered to be ‘n’ and the terminal number is denoted by greater than ‘n’. If the robot gets derailed in any case, an alert message is sent to the control server.

Inside the isolation ward, there might come a situation where some objects might come in the way of the robot. To avoid collision an obstacle detecting mechanism is implemented using sonar sensors situated in the front and back end of the robot [19]. The collision avoidance algorithm is addressed in Figure 3. A threshold value of 25cm is set for detecting objects for both front and back-end sensors. In case of the front and back sensor, if an object is detected at a distance less than 25cm, the robot stops and an alert is sent to the control server and a buzzer is activated to alert any visually impaired or unwary person who might collide with the robot.

Fig. 3. Proposed algorithm for obstacle avoidance.

Fig. 4. Flowchart for camera movement of the smart auto-bot.
If none of the cases happen the robot continues to follow the line. When the robot reaches a bed the algorithm as shown in Figure 4 initiates. The camera system is attached to a linear slider to adjust the camera system to focus the patient's face using face detection. Clockwise and anticlockwise rotation for both hollow pipe and camera is used to secure accurate positioning as well as to avoid flipping of the video frame.

B. Health Check-up

The smart bot collects various health parameters of a patient after placing the camera in the correct position and being connected to the server through the RFID tag. An IR thermometer can be used to check body temperature remotely [11] while remote Photoplethysmography (rPPG) is used for measuring the Heart rate, oxygen saturation levels, and Blood pressure [20–22]. Thermal camera enabling thermal image processing feature can be employed to measure respiration rate and blood glucose levels [17,18]. A modified stethoscope is used to check the condition of the lungs and the audio signal is sent to the control server. The state-of-art approaches for measuring the specified health parameters are summarized as in the following.

1) Remote Photoplethysmography (rPPG)

The facial skin color along with the heart rate and Oxygen saturation (SpO2) can be monitored using the remote Photoplethysmography (rPPG) technology. In order to have an estimation of Oxygen saturation (SpO2), Blood pressure, and heart rate, the method processes video captured from a camera in real-time to attain the Photoplethysmography signal which detects changes in some regions of the face in cardiovascular tissue. The specific regions of the face are captured using the region of interest (ROI) detection. The regions are mainly concentrated on the forehead and cheeks, but more regions are included as some of them might be covered [21]. Then a set of tracking points are extracted from the central ROI. Therefore, the parameter's value is generated by exploring different methods and this is exemplified in Figure 5.

2) Thermal Image Processing

Glucose level (i.e., blood sugar level) and respiration rate are obtained using thermal image processing of the human body which is shown in Figure 6. The parameters can be extracted from the image captured by the thermal camera using the ‘Classification’ algorithm. After capturing the thermal image, pre-processing is used to convert the thermal image to a grayscale image. Then the features are extracted by comparing temperature variations of the lateral surfaces of the selected region. After selecting the required images some regions of interest (ROI) are identified from the acquired images for analyzing. After comparing these images, the approximate glucose level and respiration rate can be detected [17].

3) Infrared Thermometer

The infrared thermometer is used to measure the body temperature of a patient in a contactless method. An infrared thermometer module is used which consists of thermocouple sensors that convert the heat energy to electric voltage and a micro-controller unit that generates the temperature value for a respective voltage. The temperature value is then sent to the control server through the robot. The process is shown in Figure 7.

4) Modified Stethoscope

A modified stethoscope can be used to check the condition of the lungs which is one of the important parameters for COVID-19 patients. It consists of a microphone-like transducer that converts the air vibration of the stethoscope to an analog audio signal.

Fig. 5. Block Diagram for Blood Pressure, Oxygen saturation (SpO2) and Heart rate measurement.

Fig. 6. Block Diagram for Glucose level and Respiration rate measurement.
After passing through a low noise amplifier, the signal is converted to digital output via standard A/D converter, and then it is forwarded to the control server through the robot. The process is shown in Figure 8. On the contrary, in the user-end, a D/A converter converts the digital output to the audio signal again and the doctor/health worker can diagnose the condition of the lungs of the patient.

C. Data Processing and Communication

This section incorporates how the collected data is being transferred from the smart bot to the server and finally to medical professionals.

1) Communication and Data Transfer

![Fig. 7. Block Diagram for IR temperature measurement.](image)

An RFID tag is chosen for the smart bot to indicate from what bed number the data is being collected and WLAN is used to send data to the server. The data is collected for each patient who is assigned to a particular bed. The process is shown in Figure 9. An RFID reader is attached to the raspberry pi module which allows the robot to scan the RFID tags containing bed numbers. When the robot first crosses the RFID tag, a signal is sent to the server that the health data of a particular bed is being recorded. The recorded data is sent to the server which is then formulated in an orderly manner for every patient according to the bed number.

2) Control Server

![Fig. 9. Data processing and communication of the robot.](image)

A control server is created which is able to communicate with both the robot and the hospital website at the same time. As the robot first scans an RFID tag, a message is sent to the control server to collect health check-up data for that particular bed with the matching patient. The collected data are organized in a spreadsheet consisting of the patient info with their corresponding health check-up data. Besides, the server also shows CCTV footage of the ward which allows the operator to inspect a patient’s condition. If such a patient’s condition degrades, the operator interrupts the robot’s predefined path and reroute it towards the bed number of the patient with an emergence. Moreover, smart bot has video calling feature (when necessary) enabled through Wireless Local Area Network (WLAN) to establish a communication path between a medical professional and a patient from the isolation ward. Real-time diagnostic report of the bot’s components which includes battery level, condition of the sensors and motors is sent to the control server as well as to the manufacturer's maintenance server via internet to enable remote monitoring and to generate alert if any malfunction occurs.

3) Hospital Website

Processed data from the control server is sent to the hospital website which keeps a record of the patient’s health condition. The hospital website displays patient ID and short medical history data of a particular patient associated with a precise bed number. The hospital website encompasses medical history data of the patients that can only be accessed by health professionals or doctors on duty and diagnoses accordingly.

IV. RESULT AND DISCUSSION

We have proposed various key modules in several figures of this paper for the smart Autobot while a lot of learning is yet to be carried out. We tried to implement the modified stethoscope to access the bronchi acoustical signals of a patient from a distant position. Vesicular breath sounds are low amplitude signals generated from the lung fields. Vesicular sounds are normally heard throughout inspiration, sound intensity faded rapidly for the period of expiration. Usually, inspiration is approximately three (03) times the length of expiration.
In this context, the analog signal of the lung can be captured by the Autobot module and then is converted to a digital signal. This signal is then transferred to a distant position where a health professional may check the vesicular breath sound (after converting from digital to an analog form of signal) and may decide for the patient. Fig. 10 provides a timing representation of vesicular breath sound generated through exploiting the proposed module in Fig.08. The time-varying nature of breath sound provides a good result which looks like the original signal captured by a precise stethoscope [23]. In the future, each of the proposed modules of the smart Autobot will be implemented and standardized to arrange the complete Autobot system which gives relief to the health professional from contagious diseases like Covid-19.

Fig. 10. Illustration of Audio Signal captured from Fig.08

V. CONCLUSION

The incredible speed of the contagion of the COVID-19 pandemic has set under stress to the health workers to maintain a standard professional attitude. This stress may work as a promoter to apt discussions about interdisciplinary research, and may incorporate advanced applications of automation technology; go back over the arrangements of how the healthcare system is carried out. The proposed smart bot will explore the interdisciplinary dialog, as a result, practical, feasible, and favorable solutions will possibly be materialized to tackle effectively the present emergencies and the crisis yet to come.

The proposed smart bot can tackle contagious diseases efficiently in particular during the pandemic of COVID-19, the global crisis in healthcare, social, economic ground. It will be able to perform certain routine healthcare jobs that are being performed by medical staffs whilst maintaining proper hygiene. As a result, this approach will significantly decrease the probabilities of contamination as well as minimize the number of medical personnel involved in the COVID-19 ward. All the health data will be conserved in the hospital database for every patient and can be accessed anytime by the authorized staff. Limited number of resources (i.e. few sensors) are required and typical communication protocols (IR and WLAN) are used to build the smart bot which has made the proposed system simple to design. Besides, the health data will be measured for every patient, and that no dedicated device for each patient is required, hence the cost is reduced. Moreover, the limited number of resources and standard communications point toward less cost thus made the proposed smart bot cost-efficient. The major advantage of the proposed smart bot is to reduce the COVID-19 infected rate of medical professionals significantly as they involve less time in the isolation ward.

The proposed smart Autobot will offer assistance to the health professionals that lead them to pay attention to the non-COVID-19 patients and make things easier for regular health check-ups of individuals in need. Moreover, the smart bot can agree to smart monitoring of high-risk groups such as cardiac patients, patients with respiratory issues, etc. to remain in isolation at home while receiving rehabilitation therapy through a distance.
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